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Injections in
PHP
WI-20249 (Bug)

Editing of the injected HTML fragment causes replacing double quotes with single quotes

PHP
Inspections
WI-23403 (Cosmeti
cs)

PHPDoc naming is inconsistent for "Argument PHPDOC missing" and " PHPDOC non-existing argument"
messages

WI-23215 (Bug)

Add method stubs place interface PHPDoc instead of method stubs if @method in interface is used

WI-15104 (Bug)

multiple return types result with "__toString method implementation was not found" inspection
warning

WI-23404 (Exceptio
n)

NPE is thrown on Update PHPDoc quick fix for file with multiple PHPDoc mismatches

PHP
Refactoring
WI-23468 (Bug)

Implement method: doesn't import classes from PHPDoc of interface

WI-23467 (Bug)

Add method stubs: creates redundant use statements (or use redundant FQN)

PHP lang
WI-20707 (Feature)

Intention to create a Docblock

WI-23521 (Usability
Problem)

Generate PHPDoc for function: disable intention if there is a PHPDoc already

WI-23518 (Bug)

Generate PHPDoc for function: adds PHPDoc for closure after = and not before statement

WI-23519 (Bug)

Generate PHPDoc for function: disable for function declaration in PHPDoc

WI-23421 (Bug)

Description is not separated correctly for @see and @uses tags for elements without parenthesis ()

PHP lib stubs
WI-23332 (Bug)

Wrong documentation link for "SplFileObject::fputcsv"

PHP templates
WI-8114 (Bug)

Javascript in Smarty Template isn't syntax highlighted and am unable to 'inject' any language

PHP test
WI-23271 (Bug)

Can't see difference when asserting failed in PHPUnit 4.1

No subsystem
IDEA-24014 (Featur
e)

check plugin compatibility before upgrade

IDEA-125357 (Bug)

Throwable at
com.intellij.openapi.wm.impl.WindowManagerImpl.isAlphaModeEnabled(WindowManagerImpl.java:359)

IDEA-125484 (Bug)

Repeated menu entries

IDEA-125557 (Bug)

Start From Scratch: on Darcula selecting as UI Theme in the Customize IDEA wisard it is applied
incorrectly

IDEA-125581 (Bug)

Unable to define scope

IDEA-124891 (Bug)

Implementation icon in gutter overlaps preview for Icon class

Database
IDEA-125590 (Bug)

Database: error while saving first IDE data source if application config is empty

Editor. Code
Completion
IDEA-125397 (Bug)

Cyclic Expand Word no longer completes numbers

File Watchers
WEB-12180 (Usabili
ty Problem)

Improve usability of 'File watcher available' inspection

WEB-11486 (Bug)

When 2 projects are open (in separate windows), FileWatcher executes in both projects when a file
changes in one, but only when watcher is configured with custom Scopes

JavaScript.
Formatter
WEB-9815 (Feature
)

JS/JSON code style: spacing within object literal braces

WEB-820 (Bug)

JS formatting problem after return statement

WEB-12242 (Bug)

incorrect JS formatting of function arguments when each is in the new line

JavaScript.
Inspections
WEB-12267 (Bug)

jshintrc location configuration vanished in 8.0.3

SQL
IDEA-125007 (Bug)

auto quotation of PHP variables in SQL QueryStrings

IDEA-125612 (Bug)

SQL: Sybase dialect incorrect error on datediff function

IDEA-125630 (Bug)

MySQL: frac_second was removed since MySQL 5.5.3 but is green at IDEA

IDEA-125628 (Bug)

MySQL: some valid values of first parameter of functions TIMESTAMPADD() and TIMESTAMPDIFF() are
red

IDEA-125336 (Bug)

Database plugin fails to parse ::type casts in PostgresSQL

IDEA-125378 (Bug)

SQL: Implement keyword-based operators completion

Task
Management
IDEA-125390 (Exce
ption)

Time Tracking: Throwable at com.intellij.util.Alarm.checkDisposed

Terminal
IDEA-125385 (Perfo
rmance Problem)

Terminal consumes a lot of my cpu cycles

IDEA-125223 (Bug)

Terminal invisible content and copy issue

IDEA-125317 (Bug)

Terminal window content is drawn on the status bar

User Interface
IDEA-121475 (Bug)

Row height in "Environment Variables" too low

IDEA-123466 (Bug)

Sheet dialogs doesn't transfer focus back then closed

IDEA-125464 (Bug)

Non-pinned and non-docked tool windows do not hide anymore

Version
Control
IDEA-125421 (Bug)

diff tool opens wrong file if VCS file deleted via file system

IDEA-125578 (Exce
ption)

Vcs-Log: on trying to view empty git log: IAE at
com.intellij.vcs.log.graph.utils.impl.IntTimestampGetter.newInstance

Version
Control. Git
IDEA-125309 (Bug)

Git: IDEA becomes unresponsive on trying to view logs for long git history

IDEA-125328 (Bug)

Changes log is not shown

Version
Control.
Mercurial
IDEA-122929 (Usab
ility Problem)

Hg: remove unrelated urls paths from pull/push dialog.

IDEA-97915 (Bug)

Mercurial incoming changes icon visible even if there are no incoming changes (and outgoing always
grayed out)

IDEA-89870 (Bug)

hg4idea: java.lang.AssertionError: Invalid command:

IDEA-114058 (Exce
ption)

Exception on checkout from protected repository on Ubuntu 13

XML
IDEA-117949 (Bug)

Xml editor doesn't treat xml namespace correctly

IDEA-119640 (Bug)

Problem with goto declaration of XML attribute defined in XSD

IDEA-61480 (Bug)

DocBook5: complains about xlink:href in <link>

IDEA-104441 (Bug)

Wrong auto-completion of closed XML tags

